
Stay in the Know

Gas Prices by Addison Hathaway

Everyone has noticed the gas prices are increasing

more and more. It has made getting to school or

work much more expensive. It is about 4.30 dollars

for one gallon of gas in some areas. At this rate, it

could be cheaper to buy a Tesla. Lately, it costs the

average person 1,200 dollars for 5 months of gas.

Everything is getting more expensive. Due to

Russia’s attack on Ukraine, it has created an

imbalance in the supply of gas for America. The

financial crisis in 2008 held the record of highest

gas prices of $4.10 per gallon. Now, in 2022, it's

$4.30. Don't forget to fill up your tanks before gas

prices rise again.

Anxiety in Children by Jamie Brown

A lot of younger people suffer from some type of

anxiety disorder. Oftentimes children get really bad

separation anxiety when parents leave them for any

amount of time. Children can also suffer from

phobias, social anxiety, and panic disorders.

Anxiety looks different in everyone. Some people

can be very anxious but it doesn’t show, while

others have a panic attack that can be very hard to

calm down. Separation anxiety can be anything

from being away from someone or even being away

from something that makes one feel safe. Phobia is

when you are afraid of something, such as

ladybugs, dogs, or the doctor. Others suffer from

general anxiety, which is when one becomes

extremely worried about the future. Some people

have social anxiety which is where people become

uncomfortable and nervous around other people.

7% of children ages 3-17 are diagnosed with anxiety

each year.

Food on TV by Bryce Nelson

Have you ever wondered why the food you see on

TV ads looks so appetizing? There are a few reasons

for this, one of them being that the food stylists

spend hours working on their product. There are a

few other tricks than just long hard work though.

Sadly, almost everything you see in a food

advertisement isn't actually edible. Most of the

ingredients are either fake or substituted for

something else.

For example, the smooth syrup you see being

poured over a stack of pancakes is usually engine

oil. The reason for this is because the pancakes

don't absorb the oil as quickly as syrup. The same

reason milk is usually substituted for glue in cereal

commercials. And burger patties are usually

painted with shoe polish to enhance the color.

There are a bunch of tricks that food stylists use,

but it doesnt change the fact that when you go to

the restaurant, it'll look like it got stomped on.



Cute Aggression by Vivian Andersen

Have you ever seen something cute and just

wanted to squeeze the life out of it? This is called

cute aggression. If you’ve experienced this before

you probably pushed it under the rug as an odd

urge just you had, but it’s not, it’s actually quite

common. Though not everyone may experience

cute aggression, those who do know what I’m

talking about. Cute aggression is a form of

Dimorphous Expression. An example of

dimorphous expression is when you’re so happy

you cry. Cute aggression is when you physically

react in a mock aggression to something cute.

Prime example you may have been told by an adult

as a child is “You’re so cute I could eat you up.” You

would assume this mock aggression to cuteness

could be dangerous, but it in fact is not. The people

who experience this don’t want to hurt the animal,

they simply want to care for it. The emotions

behind this are very loving and caring. The exact

cause for cute aggression is not known. What is

known is it’s from you having such strong emotions

about something being cute you can’t process it and

experience this cute aggression. Next time you

experience cute aggression just know a small

squeeze never hurts.

Location Information

Facts about the Smokestack by Madison

DeMarois

So, what is the smoke stack? The old Anaconda

Smelter Stack was used for copper smelting and

manufacturing phosphate products and originally

used to mine iron. It is a brick smoke stack or

chimney, built in 1918 as part of the Washoe

Smelter of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company

(ACM) in Anaconda. The smoke stack stands at 585

feet tall, making it the tallest masonry structure in

the world.

The smoke stack was designed to get rid of exhaust

gasses from the various roasting and smelting

furnaces at the smelter. The smelter would release

toxins into the air such as arsenic, copper, sulfate,

lead and zinc every day, which took a toll on the

environment, killing trees, putting arsenic into the

soil. This has caused most Anaconda residents to

test their soil and replace their grass yards due to

the emissions from the  stack. Don’t eat the dirt.

Las Vegas by Trae .s.

Las Vegas has a lot of nicknames such as: “the City

that Never Sleeps, Sin City, the City of Lights, and

the Neon Capital of the World.” Their slogan is

“What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.” Las Vegas

was founded as a city on May 15, 1905 by J. T.

McWilliams. Facts: The Sky Beam at the Luxor

Costs About $51/Hour. The City Sees Over 300

Weddings a Day. The first structure built by

non-native settlers was built in 1855 by Mormon

missionaries. Golden Gate Hotel & Casino is the

oldest hotel and casino in Las Vegas, originally

opening in 1906 as Hotel Nevada. I have been there

three times.

The Great Outdoors

Fly Fishing by Tanner Mcdonald

While we all fly fish for a lot of reasons, we all

share one primary goal to catch more fish. Fly
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fishing is most renowned as a method for catching

trout, grayling and salmon. It is also used for a

wide variety of species including pike, bass,

panfish, and carp, as well as marine species such as

redfish, snook, tarpon, bonefish and striped bass.

Fly fishing is very popular all around the world and

everyone has their own technique that they do. It is

a good hobby and some people do it competitively.

You can also tie flies to fish with as a hobby or even

do it as a business.

Lost Creek by Elain Chaney

Summer is coming and the best thing is to go visit

Lost Creek. It is nice to visit there. It has a few

parking spots and a nice waterfall. You can do some

hiking in Lost Creek, so bring your family there to

have fun. It’s a pretty place to see, so check it out

and have fun there.

The Sky by Thomas Fortier

The sky is everything that lies above the horizon

and surface of the Earth including the atmosphere

and outer space. The daytime sky appears blue

because air molecules scatter shorter wavelengths

of sunlight more than longer ones. The night sky

appears to be a mostly dark surface or region

spangled with stars. The Sun and sometimes the

Moon are visible in the daytime sky unless

obscured by clouds. At night, the Moon, planets,

and stars are visible in the sky. Some of the natural

things seen in the sky are rainbows, lightning,

precipitation, the northern lights, and pollution.

Wow.

Gaming Madness

Having a Base For Your Opinion by Tristan

Frossard

Ok so you all know when you hear something on

the internet, and it says one thing or another is

trash. That happens often and people just accept it.

So I thought I would do something like this article

on why you should try it before you just say it's

trash. So why should you do this? Well sometimes

it’s about the person saying it’s trash. Maybe they

don’t like it and they convinced many others not to

try it. Or it’s actually trash. Anyways I’m doing

something about how I think Halo 5 Guardians is

trash. I've never played it, so to test this out, so I

spent the 20 bucks, still gagging about that, on

Halo 5. Once it shows up on Friday the 25 of March

2022. I’m going to play the entire campaign, and

then deem it trash or not. It’s my opinion and,

personally, I find trash games fun if I ignore the

story and just focus on gameplay. Regardless, you

should get some experience before you just call

something trash. Otherwise, when you get your

first experience with it, you might say something

like “Hey this is pretty cool” and sound like a

hypocrite. So get a base for your opinion. Just as a

note, I got Halo 5 and it took me two days to get

through the gag fest of a campaign, when it usually

takes me a few hours. It’s bad not even ignoring the

story can help this game, and anyone who likes this

game lives in a trash can, and smells like beans.


